Effective extraction of diagnostic ECG waveform information using orthonormal basis functions derived from body surface potential maps.
A common basis of orthogonal waveform functions was derived from 128 lead body surface potential maps of 405 subjects. Twelve such orthogonal functions or frames were adequate for reconstruction of original ECGs from the beginning of QRS to the end of T. A larger number of frames (18) was required when basis functions were derived separately for QRS (10) and ST-T segments (8). Diagnostic information content of the coefficients of the orthogonal basis functions was evaluated in comparison with Minnesota Code criteria for myocardial infarction and with a more advanced multivariate ECG analysis program (Pipberger Program). This was done by deriving a linear discriminant function for separating normals from ECGs of patients with myocardial infarction and testing the discriminant in a different test population of infarcts and normals. The diagnostic accuracy of orthogonal basis functions was as good as that of Pipberger's program and considerably better than that of the Minnesota Code. The classification method described is insensitive to noise and errors in detecting QRS and T wave onsets and offsets or in selecting proper baseline for amplitude measurements. The robustness and enhanced classification stability with respect to noise and minor wave detection errors is a potential advantage particularly in serial ECG comparison.